WITH MYOR FINALLY SOLVED ANY MOORING PROBLEMS
The mooring operation is simple, immediate even with an inexperienced crew or in
difficult conditions. Once docked, it is very easy to string the rig, thanks to the
greater distance from the dock
MYOR INCREDIBLY REDUCES THE CRITICAL DOCK TIME

Dopo averli collegati alle bitte, si lanciano i ganci all’interno del reticolo

All moorings to a pontoon require three fixed points: two ropes and one anchoring
rope. Hooked to MYOR and aided by the thrust of the engine, you are in a stable
position that allows you to fix the rig in complete tranquility.

The docking is very agile also with
MYOR FLEX buoy.
Your boat stops easily, even when the
wind or the current makes the operation
difficult.

SUGGESTIONS FOR EQUIPINNG YOUR MOORING THE PROPER WAY
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

MYOR FLEX is flexible and soft, therefore nothing happens if you move against it
After having secured MYOR FLEX’s hooks to the bitt of the boat, they can be launched or
positioned inside the grate with the boat hook. The hook rotates automatically preventing
accidental release.
Connect the windward side first and then the second hook, while reversing the gear
No permanent changes to the piers are necessary
Assess the distance between the mooring rings or the bitts by choosing the slightly shorter
model.
If there are couplings on the vertical side of the pier, stretch and secure the thimble side
preferably behind the mooring rings.
After fixing the side towards the pier, stretch the opposite side using the flexible bows as
shown in the following figures.
If there are only bitts on the pier, keep MYOR FLEX stretched with a beam fastened with a
chain to the bollards, positioned on the vertical side (for example, use a bridge axle for
construction).

ZONA PRIMARIA DI AGGANCIO
ZONA SECONDARIA DI AGGANCIO

ATTENTION: MYOR is a mooring facilitator. Mooring must be made with ropes
connected and of the appropriate size

MYOR FLEX for BUOY
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MYOR FLEX for BUOY is flexible and soft therefore nothing happens if you move against FLEX.
After having secured the FLEX hook to the bitt of the boat, it can be launched or positioned inside
the grate with the boat hook. The hook rotates automatically preventing accidental release.
No changes to the buoy are necessary.
FLEX for BUOY connects to the buoy using a shackle that couples the four arms to the stem, and the stem
to the ring by using a shackle
Connect the regular mooring ropes between the MYOR grate and the buoy, adding buoys to the ropes to
facilitate the grip with the boat hook.
The red buoy in the picture is illustrative only and not included in the MYOR FLEX kit.

ATTENTION: MYOR is a mooring facilitator. Mooring must be made with ropes
connected and of the appropriate size

MYOR ONE and MYOR TWO
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After securing the hooks for connecting MYOR ONE or TWO to the bitts of the boat, they can be
positioned with the boat hook or using the properly installed bow.
Connect the windward side first and then the second hook, while reversing the gear.
No permanent changes to the piers are necessary.
To unhook from MYOR ONE or TWO, operate the release lever when the connection rope with the boat
is stretched. This operation can be carried out with the boat hook or with a special release rope.
Position MYOR ONE or TWO preferably near the mooring points of the pier by fastening a chain to the
rings.
If there are no couplings near the vertical side of the pier and only bollards are available on the
horizontal surface, fix a beam on the vertical side of the pier and fasten MYOR with the same chain.
If there are only bitts on the pier, connect MYOR ONE or TWO to a chain stretched on a beam
fastened to the bollards, positioned on the vertical side (for example, use a bridge axle for
construction).

MYOR ONE for BUOY
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ONE for BUOY connects to the ring of the buoy using a shackle.
After securing the hooks for connecting MYOR ONE to the bitts of the boat, they can be positioned with
the boat hook or using the properly installed bow.
No changes to the buoy are necessary.
To unhook from MYOR ONE or TWO, operate the release lever when the connection rope with the boat is
stretched. This operation can be carried out with the boat hook or with a special release rope.
Connect the regular mooring ropes between the MYOR grate and the buoy, adding buoys to the ropes to
facilitate the grip with the boat hook

ATTENTION: MYOR is a mooring facilitator. Mooring must be made with ropes
connected and of the appropriate size

